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Abstract
We investigate in this paper the link between the moment problem for sequences (1), the
associated Jacobi matrices and the Pade approximants of the associated analytic functions. We
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,
called the characteristic polynomial of (1), together with the initial values are said to dene
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are taken as initial conditions. As observed in [3] among all polynomials
dening T , there exists a unique polynomial denoted by P
T
of minimal degree. This later is
called the minimal polynomial of T .




be a sequence of complex numbers and K a closed subset of the complex










Since its introduction by Stieltjes in [14] for K = R
+
, the moment is a subject of an extensive
literature. Particularly, Hamburger and Hausdor had studied it for K = R and K = [0; 1]













to a positive linear form on some Hilbert completion and to use the L
2
 representation of Hilbert
spaces. The construction of S

motivated dierent approaches to treat the moment problem.
The continued fractions, the positivity of Hankel matrices and the decomposition of positive
polynomials play a crucial role in this treatment [1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14].




be a sequence of real numbers.
The linear moment problem associated with  entails nding a self-adjoint operator A and a





x; x >; for n  0:(4)
Using the spectral representation of self-adjoint operators, one can easily show that the mo-
ment problems (2) and (4) are equivalent (see [5] for example).
The study of the moment problem for sequences (1) is motivated by the so-called "Truncated
moment problems" treated by R. Curto and L. Fialkow in [6, 7]. It is known that the moment
problem for sequence (1) is equivalent to the truncated moment problem and that a necessary
condition for (2) (or for (4)) to have a solution is that P

has only simple roots. The moment
problem (2) for sequences (1) correspond to the case where K is a nite set (see [3, 9, 10] for
example). We will omit any reference to the set K in this paper.
2
We investigate in this paper the case of sequences (1). Section 2 is devoted to Jacobi matrices
associated with moment sequences (1). We show that (4) has solution in nite dimensional
spaces and that the associated Jacobi matrices are of nite order. The link with continued
fractions is studied in section 3. Particularly, we prove that these fractions are terminating in
this case. In section 4, we introduce the analytic function associated with a moment sequence
(1). We give its Pade approximants and use the analytic functional calculus to provide some
generalizations of results from [8]. We discuss in section 5 some moment problems arising from
continued fractions and we give a new formula of the linear form associated with a terminating
fraction.
2. Jacobi matrices associated with moment problems for sequences (1)






























. (We suppose the upper limits in the sums are equal by
completing by some zero coeÆcients if necessary.)





the Hankel matrix associated with T .
If H  0 then  P; P =< P;HP > 0 for all P 2 C [X] and the bilinear form ; is an
inner product on C [X]. This denes a norm on C [X] when H is positive denite. Denote H
T
the Hilbert completion of ( C [X]; k : k) and

A the unique extension to H
T
of the densely dened






A is self-adjoint, A is called essentially self-adjoint and

A answers positively to (4). Otherwise,

A has self-adjoint extensions and (4) is again solved
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Hence the Hamburger moment problem and the theory of semi-innite Jacobi matrices coin-
cide.
3
2.2. Finite Jacobi matrices. Let A 2 L(H) be a solution of the moment problem (4) asso-
ciated with the sequence T , where H is a given Hilbert space. For x 2 H satisfying (4), set
H
0
= Spanfx;Ax; :::; A
n
x; :::g the invariant subspace generated by x. By the recursive rela-




x >= 0 for every n  0, particularly kP
T
(A)xk = 0. Hence
A
n
x 2 Spanfx;Ax; :::; A
r 1
xg for every n  r and H
0
is of nite dimensional. The study of mo-
ment problem for sequences (1) is then reduced to the case of nite dimensional Hilbert spaces.
Such link has been observed and studied in [9]. More precisely, we have
Proposition 2.1. Let T be a sequence (1). Then, (4) has a solution A 2 L(H) for some Hilbert
space if and only if it has a solution A on some r-dimensional Hilbert space.
It is known that H is positive denite if and only if det(H
n







. In the case of sequences (1), we have det(H
n
) = 0 whenever n  r + 1.
The process used in [15] is hence obstructed.
We provide in this section an alternative method to avoid this obstruction. We begin by
proving an auxiliary result.




is a sequence (1) with P
T
the characteristic polynomial then








Proof. The reverse implication is a direct consequence of the relation (1).
Suppose that  P;Q= 0 for any Q 2 C [X], then by writing P = QP
T






































), which implies that R is a characteristic polynomial of
T with degree less than r   1. Contradiction.
An immediate consequence is the following corollary.






























) and  the canonical surjection of C [X] onto C [X]=(P
T
). Seek-
ing simplicity, we will write P = (P ). If H
r
is positive denite, then the bilinear form
< P;Q >
T
:= (P ); (Q) for P;Q 2 C [X], is an inner product on H
(T )
.
Let A 2 L(H
(T )






















for n = 0; 1; :::; r   1:
4







































, for n  0.
Thus, we have













and a self-adjoint operator A on H
(T )
, which provide a solution of the Stieltjes moment
problem (4). Moreover, if S
r








g be the orthonormal basis ofH
(T )










+ lower order; for i = 0; 1; :::; r   1:
The polynomial XP
i


























(X) = 0 and P
r















(X); for n = 0; 1; :::; r   1:




a sequence (1), with positive denite Hankel matrix H
r
, we can
nd a nite dimensional Hilbert space H
(T )
( with dim H
(T )
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Note that the matrix J
T







































be an eigenvector of the matrix J
T
associated with the eigenvalue .






































































































(u), (j = 1; :::; r   2):












































































(u); for j = 1; 2; :::; r   1
By setting B
0
















for 1  j  r   2. The denominator of the terminating fraction (7) is
B
r



































by the expression (6) in the last line of the system (5), we obtain that B
r
() = 0
for any  in the spectrum of A. Hence B
r
is the characteristic polynomial of the matrix J
T











. Thus, we have the following
proposition.
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Proposition 3.1. Under the preceding notations, B
r




has only simple roots.






) is the set of zeros of (P
T
).
Proposition 3.1 can be regarded as the solution of the Stieltjes moment problem.
4. Analytic function associated with moment problems














, that is associated canonically to the moment sequence , is









where  is the measure solution of (2)(see [2], p. 208 for details).
Proposition 4.1. Let  be a moment sequence. Then,  is a sequence (1) if and only if f

is





, where Q is a polynomial of degree r with
only simple roots.











































Q(z) = 1 + a
0




. Using an Euclidean division, one can suppose without loss of



























































The desired result is obtained.



























































are sequences (1), associated with the same initial conditions and with the same
characteristic polynomial, the required assertion is proved.



































have no common roots and Q
M
(0) = 1 (For further information, see [2]).
If  is a sequence (1), f

is rational and we have f






= [L=M ](f) for
every L  r 1 and M  r. The relation between Pade approximants of f

and the terminating
fraction associated with  is given by,

























Proof. By Proposition 3.1 the polynomial B
r

















) are unital with the same degree, we get











































The following lemma will be used to prove the main result on functional calculus.
































































The second equality is trivial from Proposition 4.2.
Using this lemma we obtain.
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Proposition 4.3. For any entire function f, denote f(A) the operator dened by the Riesz
functional calculus. Then




















where (A) is the spectrum of A.
Proof. For R > kAk, let  
R


























f(z) < (A  zI)
 1




































( by the residue theorem):
Lemma 4.2. Let S

be the associated linear form with the linear moment sequence , then for
any entire function f , we have
S

(f) =< f(A)x; x >(14)
where A and x are given by (4).
Proof. It is clear that (14) is valid for polynomials, the formula is obtained by density.
For f holomorphic, we denote by L
u







if z 6= u
f
0
(u) if z = u
The following proposition unies some results of [8].

























































































































We derive the two following corollaries. For f  1 in proposition 4.4, we have
9










Combining Proposition 4.3, Lemma 4.2 and the above Corollary, we obtain,

















































5. Moment problems associated with limited continued fractions
In this section, we use the preceding section to shed some light on the moment problem arising
from the terminating fraction (7).
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be the Jacobi matrix associated with (15) and consider the operator A associated with the





x; x > is clearly a moment sequence (1) dened by its r initial conditions









(x) for 0  j  r 1
?










: j = 0; :::; r  1g is the orthonormal
basis of eigenvectors of A associated with the eigenvalues fz
j





























for j = 0; 1; :::; r   1






). By Theorem 3 of [8], the sequence  is













(u) dened as in (8). It is known that there exists a linear functional S, in







) = 0; for 0  i < j  r   1:










; for 0  n  r   1;
S is unique and satises the following property.














for every polynomial P .
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